In this paper, we address the problem of generating high-resolution (HR) image from a single low-resolution (LR) image, which is called image super-resolution (S R). Recently learning-based S R with sparse coding (SC), locality-constraint linear coding (LLC) and so on has been explored, and achieve acceptable performance. Howe ver, the conventional learning based methods cannot directly deal with a blurred LR input, which is usually considered as another research line of deblurring, and extremely difficult to imple ment for real applications. This paper proposes to firstly estimate the blurring degree of an input image, and then generate the adaptive codebook (dictionary) for learning-based S R, which can simultaneously achieve the de-blurring and high-resolution image in the learning framework. We integrate our previous LLC based S R with the adaptive de-blurring procedure. Experimental results show that our proposed strategy can reconstruct the HR images more accurately than conventional methods, and its processing time is much faster.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image super-resolution (SR) referring to the problem of generating a high-resolution (HR) image fro m one or several low-resolution (LR) images encompasses a wide range of applications such as biometric authentication and medical imaging. The classical approach for reconstructing an HR image is to fuse several LR images of the same scene forming the multi-frame SR, which requires registration with sub-pixel accuracy [1] . In addition, generally, mult i-frame SR leads to the quality degradation of the recovered HR image if the magnificat ion factor is large or if the number of LR images is not sufficient [2] .
Another research line for SR is to generate HR images fro m only one LR image, called single -frame SR, where the basic idea is to deduce the lost information by learning fro m the training samples that consist of corresponding LR and HR image local patches. Examp le-based SR [3] is a typical singleframe SR method, which appro ximates any input LR patch using only one training LR patch in prepared database, and then the unknown HR patch can be recovered by the corresponding training HR patch, which necessarily requires a large-scale database to generate high-quality HR images. SR through neighbor embedding (NE-based SR) [4] was proposed to represent a local patch by a weighted linear combination of several training patches using locally linear embedding (LLE) [5] , wh ich can ach ieve acceptable results with a med iu m-scale database. However, the above methods easily produce noise and artifacts in the recovered HR image if there is no training patch similar to the input patch. A recent research investigated a sparse coding strategy for image SR (ScSR), which reconstructs a local patch by a sparse linear co mb ination of atoms fro m an overcomp lete dictionary [6] . ScSR can recover high-quality HR images by using only the earned overcomplete dictionary as the database. medical imaging, the image resolution comes limited by a number of factors such as performance of hard ware, time limitations or patient's comfort. In many cases, the acquired image resolution is too low to med ical diagnosis. Super resolution image reconstruction (SR) is one of the techniques to solve the problem [1] . SR is to generate a high resolution (HR) image fro m input low resolution (LR) image. SR can be broadly classified into two of methods.(1)the mult i-frame super resolution [2, 3] and (2)the single-frame super resolution [4, 5] . Mult i-frame SR is to reconstruct a HR image by combin ing multip le sub-pixelwarped LR images such as movie. Single-frame SR is to reconstruct a HR image fro m a LR image and lo w and high resolution image patches set from a database.
Our previous work (LLCSR) [7] p roposed to represent each patch by a weighted linear co mbination of its nearer codes (also called anchor points) in the codebook. The codebook is generated by using k-means clustering. First, the HR codebook can be generated by the standard k-means clustering with the train ing HR database, and then the precise corresponding LR codebook can be obtained according to the membership informat ion of the k-means clustering for the HR training patches. However, the conventional learn ing-based SR cannot directly deal with the blurred LR input, which is usually considered as another research line of de-blurring, and extremely difficult to imp lement for real applications .
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Therefore, we propose a novel learn ing-based image superresolution by integrating our previous LLCSR and adaptive estimation for b lurring degree in the input images. Firstly we utilize a normalized sparsity measure [9] for estimating the parameter of b lur kernel in an input image, and then generate adaptive codebook with similar b lurring degree to the input. Experimental results show our proposed learn ing method can improve the quality of images for b lurred input images, and the processing time is also fast.
II. LOCALITY-CONSTRAINED LINEAR CODING BASED SR Locality-constrained Linear Coding based SR (LLCSR), proposed in our prev ious work [7] , applies LLC [8] for SR instead of sparse coding. LLC is first proposed for classification problem and it is a fast implementation of Local Coordinate Coding (LCC) [9] . LCC shows that locality is more essential than sparsity under certain assumption for nonlinear learn ing. Then, LLC utilizes the locality-constraint to project each sample into its local-coordinate system.
Let
be a set of reshaped vector fro m image patches, and be a codebook with M entries. Then, we can calculate the codebook for representation by following equation:
Where denotes the element-wise mu ltiplication, and d is the locality adaptor. Specifically,
Where dist() means the distance between and . σ is used for adjusting the weight decay speed for locality adaptor. Usually we further normalize to be between (0, 1). The locality-constraint has three good properties. The first is better reconstruction for image representation, the second is local smooth sparsity because similar patches will have similar codes in codebook, and the third is that it can solve analytically and very fast.
For LLCSR [7] , in training step, we use k-means clustering for codebook generation, which can guarantee the correspondence between the learned LR and HR codes (atoms) as unsolved problem in ScSR [6] , [7] uses the standard kmeans clustering to generate only HR codebook using the HR train ing samp les , following which the membership informat ion belonging to all the clusters can also be obtained, such as the HR training samples in the ith cluster . n i is the nu mber of samp le in ith cluster. W ith the corresponding LR training samp les , the ith code in the LR codebook can also be achieved as . Since the LR and HR train ing samp les have a perfect correspondence, it is obvious that the generated LR and HR codes will also have a perfect relat ion.
In test step, we calculate the coefficient c for each input LR patches. As [8] indicates, LLC can be appro ximated by using M (M<<N) nearest neighbors of x i as the local bases B i . Therefore, eq.1 can be rewrite as,
It is similar to LLE [5] .The difference between LLC and LLE is whether there is a codebook generation or not. Any local LR patch can be reconstructed by a weighted linear combination of its nearer codes in the LR codebook. The calculated weight coefficient significantly affects the reconstruction errors of local patches, which in turn p lays a key ro le in assuring the quality of the recovered HR image. This study calculates the reconstruction weights as follo ws.
Any LR patch y L can be represented by a weighted linear combination of its M nearest neighbors in codebook B L .
The reconstruction error of eq.7 for the local patch y L is:
To achieve the weight c i , we minimize eq.6 with a constraint: (6) By mathematical deduction, the reconstruction weight can be obtained: (7) Where,
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In the following subsection, we propose to integrate the LLCSR strategy for adaptively dealing with the blurred LR input. First, we exp lain the proposed learning method, and then we introduce a sparsity measure-based blurring kernel estimation method, wh ich is used in our proposed SR strategy.
A. Blurring-Adaptive Learning-Based SR
In order to deal with b lurred LR input, we propose to adapt the blurring parameter by kernel estimation fro m the input image for generating adaptive LR codebook in the test step of learning-based SR. Like in LLC-based learning SR, we use Y = LHX and X as the training non-blurred LR and the corresponding HR images, where L is down-samp ling operator and H is the blurring kernel corresponding to downsample factor. The HR codebook can be generated by Kmeans method as the cluster centers, and at the same time, the membership informat ion of train ing HR data can also been achieved. As in LLCSR, one candidate of the corresponding LR codebook can be obtained with the membership informat ion and the non-blurred training LR images Y, which only can deal with a non-blurred LR input for SR. Ho wever, since the LR inputs are not always non-blurred in real SR application, we must deal with the blurred LR input Y t , which cannot be corresponding to the training LR images, to generate a non-blurred HR image. One intuitive strategy is to recover a non-blurred image Y' t , by deconvolution directly fro m Y t , as the following:
However, even with the known real blurring parameter, the deconvolution procedure is very difficult and usually cannot recover acceptable non-blurred image Y' t due to uncontrolled imaging condition noise. erefore, we propose the blurring adaptive learning-based SR by adapting the training LR images Y to the blurred LR input Y t, wh ich is much easier to be imp lemented than deconvolution as:
Where B is the blurring kernel estimated fro m a LR input Y t . In order to recover the corresponding HR image X t of the LR Y t , the obtained images Y', which has same blurring parameter with Y t , is used as training LR image for generating LR codebook using the membership information in HR clustering.
To cluster training HR patches, and calculate the means of each cluster as HR codebook. For generating the adaptive LR codebook, we firstly estimate the blurring kernel of the LR test input to produce the corresponding training LR with same blurring degree of the test one, and then use the obtained membership information in HR cluster to yield the LR means as codebook, which doesn't require any extra processing time for clustering again . Finally, the un-observed HR image can be generated using the LLCSR with the previous learned HR and adaptive LR codebook, which can produce non -blurred HR image in spite of blurred LR input. 
B. Kernel Estimation
For obtaining the blurring kernel of any LR input,, we use a normalized sparsity measure with a regularizat ion term [10] , which is used for blind deconvolution problem. Normalized sparsity means the measure function: the L1 norm div ided by L2 norm, and can give the lower cost for sharper (non-blurred) images. Let's assume the blurred image g as following equation,
Where K is a blur kernel, u is a sharp (non-blurred) image, and N is gaussian noise. Then, the cost function can be defined as the following;
(11) y is a high frequency component of g and x is the high frequency component in the unknown sharp image. After solving eq.14, we can get blur kernel K.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT S
In this section, we co mpare the experimental results using our proposed method and conventional learning-based SR algorith ms. In experiments, we use 5×5 patches in the interpolated LR (magn ified to the same size as the HR image) and HR images, and magnification is 2×. The original t rain ing LR and HR patch data sets with 100,000 random LR and HR samples are constructed. The number of codes in the codebook is set to 512, which are generated by the standard k-means clustering using the original HR train ing data set. The number of nearest neighbors (codes) for reconstructing a local patch is set to 5.
Bicubic
ScSR [6] LLCSR [8] Proposed Method The experimental results are shown in Fig.2 with a blurred LR input. Fro m Fig.2 , it is obvious that our proposed method can achieve much clearer HR images than conventional bicubic interpolation, ScSR [8] and LLCSR. In addition, in order to validate the efficient of the proposed strategy the recovered HR images fro m the blu rred LR input is compared with the recovered ones by the conventional Bicubic, ScSR LLCSR fro m the non-blurred LR in Fig.3 , denoted as Bicubic, ScSR+GT, and LLCLR+GT, respectively. Furthermore, the quantitative evaluations in mean PSNR values of 7 test images are also shown in Fig.4 , wh ich proves that our proposed strategy can achieve the HR image with much better performance than conventional learning based SR, even better than ScSR with the non-blurred LR input.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we proposed a blurring-adaptive learning based SR. Our learning method can utilize the b lur kernel H', which is estimated fro m the LR input using a normalized sparsity measure, for generating adaptive codebook. The proposed strategy substitute de-blurring procedure of the blurred LR input, which is extremely difficu lt for obtaining acceptable performance, with a blurring step on the training LR data. Therefore, it can be easily to deal with the blurred LR input by integrating the blurring procedure to the learning based SR.
Finally, we apply our proposed method to restore the HR image fro m a b lurred LR one. the proposed blurring -adaptive learning method is more robust to blur than t he conventional one .Experimental results show our proposed method can get more accurate HR image than the conventional ScSR and LLCSR, and even much better than the ScSR fro m nonblurred LR image. In future work, we are going to develop the real application tool for easily being used as image restoration by any user.
